Manual Fire Alarm Box with Ring-shaped Location Lamp

A New Conceptual Fire Alarm System Design
Manual Fire Alarm Box with Ring-shaped Location Lamp

Improved Visual Design
The new location lamp utilizes a flat shape that aligns to the wall. This neat design fits with better architectural and interior designs.

The new location lamp has been integrated within the manual fire alarm box, resulting in the product’s surface area shrinking by 50% compared to the old products.

Old products
New products (Ring-shaped)

Doesn’t protrude from the wall

Improved Usability
The ring-shaped location lamp was designed to slant inward, which provides great visibility even at oblique angles. The visibility complies with the regulations of the Japan Fire Service Act for Fire Alarm Systems.

Visible even at an oblique angle due to the slant of the lamp

The ring-shaped location lamp positioned around the manual fire alarm box guides you to the exact location of the push button, even in the dark.

Improved Safety
The flat shape of the new products has been designed to prevent injury and damage to equipment if the products are struck by accident.

This product won the “GOLD AWARD” design in 2014. The “GOOD DESIGN AWARD” is the major design evaluation system in Japan, with the “GOLD AWARD” only being granted to the most excellent designs. 1,258 designs were nominated for the “GOOD DESIGN AWARD” in 2014, and “GOLD AWARD”s were awarded to only 19 of these designs.
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The information contained herein does not purport to cover all the details or variations of the equipment described, nor to provide for every possible contingency that may be met in connection with its installation, operation or maintenance.

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Contact Nohmi before relying on the information.

Actual performance is based on proper application of the product by a qualified professional.

Should further information be required or should particular concerns arise that are not covered sufficiently for the purchaser’s purposes, the matter should be referred to Nohmi or your nearest distributor.